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One version of multivariate trimming is the operation that intersects all halfspaces with probability 
content 1 - a or greater. The result is a a-trimmed convex set, and this set is stochastic when the empirical 
distribution of a sample determines the probability content of the halfspaces. In this paper, conditions 
are found for the weak convergence of the boundary of this set to a Gaussian process. It is also shown 
that an r~“~ normalization produces a limit distribution for the direction normal to the boundary of the 
set. Intuitive geometric arguments and empirical process methods are employed to establish both limit 
results. 
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1. Introduction 
In one dimension, a-trimming is the operation that removes the lOOcu% largest and 
lOOcu% smallest observations from a sample. The trimmed sample can then be used 
to construct robust estimates of location and scale. Two examples are the average 
of the trimmed sample and the midpoint of the smallest interval containing the 
trimmed sample. In more than one dimension, one loses the natural ordering of the 
real line, and a new notion of trimming extreme observations, which are potential 
outliers, is required. One multivariate analog of a-trimming is the operation that 
intersects all closed halfspaces containing lOO(1 - LY)% of the sample or more. The 
multidimensional a-trimmed region is a random convex set, and various functionals 
of the convex set can serve as multivariate location estimators. For example, Donoho 
(1982) introduced the centroid of this set in a comparative study of the robustness 
properties of multivariate location estimators (see also Donoho and Gasko, 1987). 
The advantage of this type of trimming over coordinatewise trimming (Nath, 
1971; Hampel et al., 1986, p. 266) or convex peeling (Barnet, 1976; Bebbington, 
1978) is that it is uniform over direction. That is, coordinatewise trimming has great 
difficulty in finding an outlier unless one of its coordinates is large, and peeling 
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observations from successive convex hulls may remove too many non-outlying 
observations. For a more in depth comparison of these techniques see Chapter 7 
of Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987). 
This uniform type of trimming typically removes much more than 200a% of the 
sample. In fact, the total amount of trimming depends on the shape of the sample, 
which points out a pertinent difference between trimming in one versus higher 
dimension. This paper provides a rigorous treatment of the asymptotic properties 
of the multidimensional a-trimmed region. Stochastic processes that are random 
functions which describe the trimmed region are shown to converge in distribution 
to Gaussian processes, and the asymptotic behavior of functionals of these stochastic 
processes follow from the results presented here. 
Let 5,). . . , & be a sample taken from a distribution P on [Wd and let P, stand 
for the empirical measure that places mass l/n on each of the observations. 
Definition 1. The empirical a-trimmed region C,, is defined as the intersection of 
all closed halfspaces with P,,-measure 1 -(Y or greater. 
Definition 2. The a-trimmed region C, is defined as the intersection of all closed 
halfspaces with P-measure 1 - LY or greater. 
No mention of (Y is made in the symbol ‘C,’ because (Y remains fixed for the 
empirical trimmed region throughout the paper. 
The C,, is a random convex set. The region C,, may be empty, but as n grows it 
will be nonempty almost surely, provided C, is nonempty. That C, is eventually 
nonempty, will be made clear in the consistency proof of Section 2. We only consider 
examples where C, has a nonempty interior, which is typical for many distributions 
with smooth densities and 0 < LY ~4. As C, has an interior point, without loss of 
generality we take it to be the origin. We state this as a formal assumption. 
Assumption. For some fixed O< CY ~4, C,, is a convex body with OE C”, 
In one dimension the empirical a-trimmed region is the interval 
where t(,, is the ith order statistic of the sample. Under mild conditions on P, the 
interval C,, is consistent for C,, the inter a-quantile range of P In addition, if P 
has a positive continuous density at its (Y- and (1 - cu)-quantiles then a central limit 
theorem holds for 5cr,,a~+,, and 5~n-In~V1j. From this limit theory follows the asymptotic 
behavior of the midpoint of the interval, a robust location estimator, and the length 
of the interval, a robust scale estimator. 
In higher dimensions, the analogous location estimator is the centroid of C, (see 
Donoho and Gasko, 1987): 
c I ,- 
J,.. x dx/J,.!, dx. 
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The behavior of this estimator depends on the behavior of C,. The sets C, and C, 
are easily described in one dimension via the order statistics. For higher dimensions, 
to examine the limit behavior of the above function and other functions of C,, we 
need a description of the a-trimmed region similar to the one-dimensional example. 
We use the radius function to describe these regions. 
Definition 3. Define r,,(u) the [W+-valued radius function on the unit sphere SAP’ 
as follows: 
r,(n)=inf{rSO; rufG C,}. 
Note that then the origin belongs to C, the point UT,,(U) falls on the convex 
surface ac,,, otherwise r,, = 0. 
Definition 4. Define H,(u) to be the closed halfspace with C, c H,,(U) and UT,(U) E 
aH,,( u). If the halfspace is not uniquely determined then use an arbitrary fixed rule 
for selecting one halfspace from among the possibilities. 
Note that if the origin belongs to C, then the boundary JH,(u) of H,,(u) is a 
supporting hyperplane of C, at the point r,,(u) u. The method for selecting a halfspace 
from the possibilities is not key to our results; most important is the property that 
the probability content, whether empirical or true, is 1 - a or greater. 
Definition 5. Define the unit vector v,(u) to be the outward (with respect to C,) 
normal to JH,(u). 
Replace C,, by C, in the definitions above to get, for each direction, the radius 
ru(u), the halfspace H,(u), and the outward normal v,(u) of C,. 
The function r,, is a stochastic process indexed by the unit sphere S’-‘. This 
paper provides a rigorous treatment of the asymptotic properties of the a-trimmed 
region via the asymptotic properties of the random function r,,. Provided P has a 
well behaved density on the boundary of C,, the standardized sample radius function 
fi( r, - ra) converges weakly to a mean-zero Gaussian process on Sdp’. The finite 
dimensional distributions of the Gaussian process are similar to those found in the 
one-dimensional case of the sample quantiles. The covariance structure of the limit 
process is 
4% u) = [P&(u)%(v) -(I -4VgWg(4 (1) 
where 
g(u) = u’Va(U)Pc,,c,,(m(u)u’v,,(u)) 
and p,, is the density of ~‘6’s distribution. Note: the linear functional form of 
expectation is used throughout the paper. In particular, the P-measure of the 
halfspace H is denoted by PH rather than I, dP. Likewise we do not distinguish 
between the indicator for a set and the set itself, i.e. 5, dP = 5 H dP = PH. 
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The functional limit theorem for r,, contains the typical one dimensional result 
for the sample quantile. There, the unit sphere is reduced to +I and -1; also, 
-r,,(-1) is the sample a-quantile, and r-,(+1) is the sample (1 -a)-quantile. The 
conditions for weak convergence reduce to the requirement that P have a bounded 
density that is continuous and positive at both -r, (-1) and rO( l), typical conditions 
for weak convergence of sample quantiles. In this case, both sample quantiles have 
a limiting normal distribution. One has variance a( 1 - a)/~‘(-r, (- l)), the other 
a(1 -a)/p’(r,(l)), and the covariance is -a’/p(-r,,(-l))p(r,(l)). To strengthen 
this result to a multidimensional version, arguments must be made that hold uni- 
formly over the unit sphere; this includes the treatment of fi (P, - P) as an empirical 
process indexed by the collection of halfspaces in R”. This result is the subject of 
Section 3. 
Section 4 discusses the rather curious limit distribution of u,(u), the direction 
normal to the boundary of the trimmed region. We show that r~“~( u,( u) - u,,(u)) 
converges in distribution to the maximizer of a Gaussian process with quadratic 
drift. To do so, we make stronger assumptions involving twice differentiability of 
the marginal distribution function. The result is obtained for fixed U, only. The 
difficulty in making this result hold uniformly over direction is pointed out after 
the proof of the theorem. Such an unusual rate of convergence appears elsewhere 
in the literature. One example is Chernoff’s (1964) ‘naive’ estimate of the mode, the 
midpoint of the interval that contains the greatest number of observations. Another, 
recently studied by Kim and Pollard (1990), is the center of the shorth (Andrews 
et al., 1972), the shortest interval to contain at least half the data. 
2. Consistency of the trimmed region 
In this section we establish consistency of the radius function r,, and the direction 
function u,,. Additionally, a few properties of the radius function that play a role 
in determining its asymptotic distribution are established. One such property relates 
r,,(u) to the sample (1 - cY)-quantile of the projected data u’c,, . . . , u’&,. 
The definition of C,E implies C, c C,,_ I$, for LY > 6 > 0. If, in addition, the sets 
C,_, shrink continuously to C,, as 6 decreases to 0 then r,, is uniformly almost-surely 
consistent for r,,. To ‘shrink continuously’ means that given F > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 
such that ifO~~-cr’~& 
P(C,, Cc,,) < e, 
where p represents the Hausdorff distance. An example of a distribution in R that 
does not meet this condition at (Y = d is the uniform distribution on (-3, -2) u 
(-l,l)u (2.3). 
Consistency of r, . If for each positive e there exists a positive 6 such that 
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supIr,(u)-r,(u)l+O almostsurely. 
u 
Proof. The proof is a straight forward application of a Glivenko-Cantelli result for 
halfspaces: 
sup j(P, - P)HI + 0 almost surely, 
H 
where H represents the collection of all halfspaces in Rd. See Theorem II.24 of 
Pollard (1984) for a more general version of this result. In particular, for some y 
to be chosen, 
sup ((P, - P)H,(u)l< Y eventually, almost surely, 
U 
and 
sup I( P, - P)H, (u)l < y eventually, almost surely. 
U 
The idea of the proof is to find two sets, e and Cn_8, such that e c C, c C,,_8 
eventually almost surely, where the two sets are chosen to force r,, close to r,. 
First find e. The definition of m(u) implies PH < 1 - (Y for any halfspace that 
intersects C, but does not contain C,. Then for F small enough there exists a 
positive n such that 
PHsl-a-q 
for any halfspace H with ru E dH for some u E Sjdml and 0 s r s r,(u) - E. We take 
2 to be: 
{x:x=ruandO<r~r,(u)-E,LJES~~‘}. 
By the Glivenko-Cantelli result for {H,,(u): u E Sdpl}, if y < n then 6 c C,, event- 
ually. Note this also ensures that C,, is a convex body that has the origin as an 
interior point, eventually, almost surely. 
As for the upper bound, the condition of the lemma implies the existence of 6 > 0 
such that 
r,_,(u)Sr,(u)+e 
for all u. Again, by the Glivenko-Cantelli result for halfspaces, eventually, almost 
surely: 
infPH,_,(u)al-a+6-y. 
U 
If y < 6 then C,, c C,_, , eventually, almost surely. Therefore sup,,(r,,(u) - r,( u)l c F, 
eventually, almost surely. Cl 
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Consistency of yn requires more of C,. For each direction U, the halfspace H,(U) 
must be unique, and so v,(u) is uniquely determined as the normal to aC, at rcf( u)u. 
This means each boundary point is regular and the boundary aC, is smooth. 
Consistency of 0,. If the boundary points of C,, are regular and if r, is uniformly 
consistent for r, then v, is uniformly consistent for v,,. 
Proof. Convexity of C,, and C,, and uniqueness of v,, imply that given E > 0 there 
exists 6>0 such that if sup,lr,(u)-r,(u)\<6 then sup,lv,(u)-v,,(u)l<~. Cl 
The weak convergence of r,, is in part determined by another stochastic process, 
the sample quantile function. 
Definition 6. Let z(,)(u) d z,,,(u) G . . . s z~,,(u) be the ordered values of 
nt!5..~., u’&,. Then define the sample (1 - a)-quantile function: q,,(u) = z,,_~,,,,,(u). 
Definitions 3 and 6 imply: 
Property 1. If the origin is an interior point of C,, then 
Definition 7. Let P, be the distribution of ~‘4. Then define 
qcz(U)=inf{r: P,,(-W,r]31--u}. 
If P has spherical contours about the origin then o,,(u) = u and qcv( u) = r,,(u) = rO, 
for some positive constant rg. In this case r,, and q,, have the same limiting 
distribution, a Gaussian process with covariance kernel 
c(u, v)=[P(~,(u)~,,(~)-(l-a)~llp:(r,,), 
where PO is the density of the projected data, which is the same for all U. In general: 
Property 2. 4,p(v,,(u)) = r,(u)u’v,,(u). 0 
Property 2 follows because v,(u) is normal to the tangent to C, at re( u)u. Notice 
that the right hand side of the above property appears in the denominator of the 
covariance kernel (1) of the limit process. This makes explicit the connection between 
the asymptotic distribution of r,, and q,,. In addition, asymptotic properties of the 
support function of C, can be determined from those of r, and q,,. 
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3. Weak convergence for r, 
To strengthen consistency of the stochastic process r, to weak convergence, C,, is 
required to have a smooth boundary, implying the existence of a unique supporting 
hyperplane I&(u) at each boundary point ur,,( u) of C,,. Such a requirement forces 
continuity on vu, which enables a Taylor series expansion near PH,,( u) that is 
uniform in U. Additionally, the marginal distribution obtained by projecting P on 
to v,,(u) is required to have a positive continuous density at ru( u)u’v,,( u). This 
second condition seems the natural multidimensional extension of the one- 
dimensional condition that P have a continuous positive density at its cy- and 
(1 - cu)-quantiles. It also ensures consistency of q,,(v,,( u)). 
Theorem 1. Suppose: 
(i) r, + r, uniformly, almost surely. 
(ii) PL,,(4 has a density that is positive and continuous in u and x for x near 
ra(u)u’v,(u). 
(iii) the boundary points of C,, are regular. 
Then & (r, - r,) converges in distribution to a Gaussian process on the unit sphere 
with zero means and covariance structure as in (1). 
Proof. To begin, we establish the asymptotic behavior of the standardized quantile 
q,(v,(u))/u’v,, which we shorten to q,,. * The result for r,, will follow from the 
relationship r,, < q$ , of Property 1. 
Parametrize the closed halfspace H as follows: 
H(u,r,v)={x:~‘v~ru’u,x~R~,r~R~,~,v~~~~’}. 
To avoid an excess of notation, drop the index u in r,,, q,,, v,, r, and v, when there 
is no confusion as to the argument of the function. So, for example write H (u, r,, v,) 
for H(u, ra(u), v,(u)). Express P,,H(u, qz, v,) as the sum of an expectation with 
respect to P and the stochastic process E, =A (P,, - P). Then use conditions (ii) 
and (iii) to take a one-term Taylor series expansion of the expectation about 
PH,(u)=l-o, 
P,H(u, q:, v,)= PH(u, q:, v,)+~ E,H(u, q:, v,) 
J;; 
= 
I 
Yt,(L’<“r(u)) 
dP”&) l tL E,H(u, q:, 0,) 
-cc Ai 
where pn+ = u’vu(u)p,,c,,(r,,(u)u’v,(u)). The op term is uniform in u by (ii), uniform 
consistency of q,,, and Property 2. (Consistency of qn follows by an argument similar 
to the proof of consistency for r,,.) The process E,, a random element of the space 
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of functions on H, converges in distribution to a mean-zero Gaussian process with 
covariance kernel 
= P[H(u, r, v)H(C, ?, I?)]-P(H(u, r, v))P(H(G, [ 6)). 
The sample paths of E,, concentrate on those functions on H that are uniformly 
continuous with respect to the L’(P) semi-norm on H (Pollard, 1984, Theorem 
V11.21). Stochastic equicontinuity of E, on H (Pollard, 1984, Lemma VII.15) and 
uniform consistency of qf for r, says that 
E,[H(u, q:, u,) - H(u, r,, ~11 
is 0,(1/J%), uniformly in U. 
From the definition of q,,, it follows that 
l-a-to, L 
( > J;; 
= P,H(u, 4?, %) 
+i E,H(u, r,, u,,)+o 
J;; 
Rearrange the terms to find fi (qz - ra) converges in distribution to a mean-zero 
Gaussian process with covariance as in (1). We have produced an upper bound for 
v’i(r, - ra) that converges to the Gaussian process in the statement of the theorem. 
Now turn to the radius function r,,( .) and continue as in the proof for qz. 
According to Property 1 and the conditions of the theorem, 
pH(u, r,, u,) = PH(n, r,, u,)+(r, -r~)[u’v,p,,,(u,(r,u’u,)+o,(l)l 
=f’H(u, r,, ~,)+(r,-ru)[p~,,+op(l)l 
s pH(u, r,, ~,)+(r,, -r,)[~,,,+o,(l)l 
=1-a+(r,-r,)[p,,,+o,(l)l. 
The inequality employs the smoothness of the boundary of the trimmed region, i.e. 
condition (iii). The stochastic order term is implied by consistency of r,, and v,, and 
continuity of pm,, (‘. . I e condition (ii)). All the stochastic order terms are uniform in 
u. Now, we have a lower bound for & (r,, - r,) that converges to the same Gaussian 
process as the upper bound. That is, 
=PH(u, r,,, v,)+~E,H(u, r,,, v,) 
Ai 
+LE,,H(u, r,, v,)+o 
fi 
Together, the upper and lower bounds give the asymptotic behavior of 
J;;(r, - ra). 0 
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4. Weak convergence of o, 
In this section we derive the limit distribution of V,(U). To do so, change notation 
slightly and reexpress the unit vector v,(u) as a sum of two vectors, U,(U) the unit 
vector for which it is consistent and 0, a vector orthogonal to U,(U). 
v,(u)= e,+JPj-Q V,(U). (2) 
The alternative parametrization is used throughout this section. 
The limit theorem for On is stated for the special case where P has spherical 
contours. This condition can be weakened significantly, but the statement of the 
limit distribution becomes exceedingly messy. We discuss this more general case at 
the end of the section. 
Note that for the cases considered here, the boundary of C, is smooth, and so 
r,( u)u does not locate a vertex or edge of C,, almost surely. Also, by a suitable 
rule in the definition of H,(u), v,(u) is always normal to a face of C,. 
The symbol ‘5’ denotes convergence in distribution. 
Theorem 2. Suppose P has spherical contours about the origin such that the density 
has the form: ~(1x1) for some bounded function p on R+. Let r,, = ra(u). Also suppose 
that the marginal distribution has a positive diflerentiable density p,, at r,. Then 
n”30, : argsup -tropo( rO) t’t - Z(t) 
where Z is a mean-zero Gaussian process on Rd with covariance structure 
C(s,t)= o 1 2 min(bl, ItI) ~~x:x,=r,,x2z01 XZP(IXI) dx2* . . dxd ifs’t 2 0, otherwise. 
The supremum is over vectors t E Rd orthogonal to u. 
Proof. First use the notation of (2) to reexpress H(u, r, v) as H(u, r, 0), where 
v = 0 +m u. Take a Taylor series expansion of PH(u, r,, t3,) about the random 
point PH(u, r,, 0), 
P,H(u, r,, 0,) = PH(u, r,, 0) -t~,~o~~,~~l~,12+~p~l~n12~1 
+’ E,H(u, r,, e,). 
4% 
The maximization property, P,Jf(u, r,, t3,) > P,,H(u, r,,, 0), gives the following 
inequality: 
oP( n-“‘) 
s -~l~~12[~,,p,(~,)+~p(l)l+~ KJH(u, r,, 6) - ffb, r,, 011 
J;; 
(3) 
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This inequality provides the framework for establishing the asymptotic behavior 
of 0,,. The empirical process E, indexed by halfspaces drives the limit distribu- 
tion of r,, but it is the empirical process indexed by the wedge shaped regions 
{H(u, r,,, B)AH(u, r,,, 0)) that drives 0,‘s limit distribution. 
The proof appears in two steps. The first step shows that )0,Z12 is Op(n-“‘). The 
argument is based on a maximal inequality for P,, -P indexed by H(u, r, 0) - 
H( U, r, 0), which we abbreviate to W(r, 0). The function W( r, 0) is a signed version 
of the indicator function for the symmetric difference H( U, r, B)AH(u, r, 0). The 
second step refines the first step to establish the limit behavior of 0,,. This task 
includes finding the asymptotic finite-dimensional distributions of n”‘P,, W(r,,, 0) 
and establishing stochastic equicontinuity of the sample paths of the process 
n”‘P, W( ro, . ). In this last step, we take advantage of recent results in Kim and 
Pollard (1990). Their work with the shorth has led to a general cube root limit 
theorem for the empirical process indexed by functions similar to W. The similarity 
arises because their estimator, the center of the shorth, also acts as a minimum of 
signed versions of symmetric differences between sets. In their case, the sets are 
intervals on the real line. 
Step 1. Let W, be the collection of functions { W(r, 0)) with Ir - r,l G C/n”’ and 
/elS c/cu:/‘. Here C is some arbitrary fixed constant. The goal is to find a constant 
M(E) for which 
$ sup)(P, -P) WI 2 M(~)a,‘j~n--“~ b e eventually. 
i w,, I 
Note $ denotes the probability measure on the underlying sample space. If (P,, - 
P) W(r,, 0,) is O,((~i”~n -r”) then the upper bound in (3) is violated unless 
leJ= Op(a,“4n-“‘) as well. This implies /B,,]’ = 0,(n-2’3). To show this, note that 
consistency of 0” allows us to set (Y, to 1. Then from (4) and (3), I&(‘= O,(~Z-“~). 
Now set (Y,, to nr” and find that 10, I* = O,( n -5’“). Repeat the process to show 
10n12=Op(n-Z”). 
The wedge-shaped regions {H(u, r, 0)AH( u, r, 0)) can be constructed from a finite 
number of intersections and unions of halfspaces in [Wd. Therefore (Pollard, 1984, 
Lemma 11.25) the collection of wedge-shaped regions is a Vapnik-Cervonenkis class 
of sets. From this it follows that the collection of functions W,, is Euclidean, in the 
sense of Nolan and Pollard (1987), for the envelope K, = sup w,,( WI. The Euclidean 
property provides a bound on the size of L”(P,,) approximating classes for W,. 
Given E > 0, there exists a subcollection W,,(e) of W,, such that for any WE W,,, 
inf P,l W- W*12s s’P,,Ki 
* w FW,,(4 
and 
cardinality[ W,(E)] s A&-“. 
The constants A and V do not depend on P, or n. Write N2(.e, P,,, W,) for the 
cardinality( W,,(E)). 
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The upper bound on N2( E, P,,, W,,) allows successful application of the following 
maximal inequality. This maximal inequality is a version of an inequality in Marcus 
and Pisier (1981). 
Proposition 3. Let 
7, = [P&p2 
and 
J,(s) = 
5 
’ [log N2(x, P,, W,,)]“2 dx. 
0 
Then 
~supI~(P,-P)WI~3~$[7,5,(a,]. 0 
W,, 
Proof of Theorem 2 (continued). By Chebychev’s inequality, 
$ sup)(P, - P) WI?- M(E)a;l’4np”2 s c,c-u~‘41FJ&i$M(E) 
1 W,, 1 
The first constant C’, includes an upper bound on J,(f), which by virtue of the 
Euclidean property does not depend on n. The second inequality incorporates the 
following approximation, for 0 near 0, 
PW(r, f3)l=~[l~I+48()11 x,P,+~) dx2. + . k,. (5) 
{x: r,=r,x*‘O) 
Choose M(F) large enough to establish (4). 
Step 2. The derivation of inequality (3) used the property that, for all 0, 
n”‘P,H(u, r,, 6)s ~I”~P,H(u, r,, e,)+oJl). 
Subtract n2”P,,H( u, r,, 0) from both sides; so 0, maximizes n”‘P, W( r,, . ). An 
argument similar to the first step shows that (P, - P) W(r,, e) is within op( ne2”) of 
(P,, - P) W( ro, e), and differentiability of p. shows that 
PW(r,, e) = PW(r,, e)+0,(nP/3). 
Both stochastic order terms hold uniformly over 0 in an n-“3 neighborhood of 0. 
Together, they imply that 
n”‘P,W(r,, e)sn2’3P,W(r,,, e,)+OJi). 
That is, e,, maximizes the stochastic process n2”P,, = W(r,, e) for 101~ M(E)n-I’“. 
Apply Theorem 1.1 of Kim and Pollard (1990) to the sequence { 0,,} with g( . , 0) = 
W(ro, e), B. = 0, and 0 an np”3 neighborhood of 0. 
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Proposition 4 (Kim and Pollard, 1990, Theorem 1.1). Let { 0,,} be a sequence of 
estimators for which: 
(9 PA ., 0,) 3 suplels~ PA., 0) - op( n-2’3), where 0 is a subset of Rd. 
Suppose: 
(ii) 13~ converges in probability to Oo, the unique maximum of Pg( . , 0). 
(iii) 0” is an interior point of 0. 
Let the functions be standardized so that g(0,) = 0. If the classes G, = 
{g(., 0): lf?I-&(sR} for R near 0 are Euclidean for the envelopes G, and satisfy: 
(iv) Pp(. , 13) is twice di#erentiable with second derivative matrix - V at 8”. 
(v) H(s, t) = lim,,,, QPg(., &+s/cu)g(., &+t/a) exists for each s, tEF2“ and 
lim,,, cyPg( ., e”+tlQ)2{Ig(., f&+t/ / cy >acu}+O for each e>O and tE[Wd. 
(vi) PG: = O(R) as R + 0 and for each F > 0 there is a constant C such that 
PGi(GK > C} < FR for R near 0. 
(vii) P(g(., 0,)-g(., 02))=0(101-82)) near 0”. 
Then the process n’i3P,,g(0,+ t/n-“‘) converges in distribution to a Gaussian 
process Y(t) with continuous sample paths, expected value -it’&, and covariance 
kernel H. If V is positive dejinite and $ Y has nondegenerate increments then 
n”‘( 8, - 19~~) converges in distribution to the almost surely unique random variable 
that maximizes Y. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2 (continued). Conditions (i) and (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 4 
have already been established. To check the remaining conditions note that the 
second derivative matrix of PW( ro, 0) at 0 is 
Also conditions (v) through (vii) follow from (5), and so H(s, t) = C(s, t). Therefore 
n”38, converges in distribution to the maximizer of -fropo( rO) t’t +Z( t), where the 
maximum is taken over vectors orthogonal to U. 0 
The key requirements of the proof are (3), twice differentiability of PH(u, r, t3) 
at 0 = 0 for r near rO, and a bound on the variance of W(r, 13) that is of order 10)“* 
for 13 near 0 and r near r,. If the distribution P has a smooth density then the last 
requirement should be met. Inequality (3) can be established if 
PH( u, r, 13) is maximized at 0 = 0 for r in a neighborhood of r,. 
From (6) and differentiability of PH(u, r, 0) it follows that 
PH(u, r,, 0,) = PH(u, r,,, 0) -40:, VB,, 
(6) 
for some second derivative matrix V Condition (6) is essential for showing that 
[0n12=0,(n~2’3) and that P,,W(r,, 0,,)sP,W(r,, 19)-O,(K*“). The property that 
the trimmed regions C,. are homothetic for a’ near (Y is sufficient but not necessary 
for (6), because u is fixed. 
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Therefore Theorem 2 carries over to this more general case under (6) and various 
smoothness conditions on P. The limit process is again Gaussian with expected 
value -it’Vt and covariance kernel 
lim ?IPW(~,, sIy)W(rO, t/y) 
Y-m 
for s, t E IWd, orthogonal to U,(U). 
A final remark about extending this result to a functional limit theorem for 
13, ( * ) - 0, ( . ): the envelope for the enlarged collection of wedges { W( r, ( . ), . )} does 
not satisfy condition (vi) of Proposition 4. This condition is needed in the first step 
of the proof to get the rate of convergence of 0, and it is also needed for stochastic 
equicontinuity of the normalized process. Results of Alexander (1987) may be useful 
in extending Theorem 2 to its functional counterpart. 
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